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Abstract (en)
The present disclosure discloses machining equipment for double-point zipper teeth includes a main driving mechanism, a cutter, a punch pin which
is in transmission connection with the main driving mechanism and is capable of moving in an up-down direction, a main sliding seat which is in
transmission connection with the main driving mechanism and is capable of moving in a front-back direction, and a machining module fixed at a front
end of the main sliding seat; the machining module includes a profile die and a machining die which are disposed in sequence forwards; a via hole
is formed in the profile die; a zipper profile moves one zipper tooth site in the via hole at each time under the driving of the main driving mechanism;
the cutter and the punch pin are both arranged above the machining module; an upper surface of the machining die is provided with a machining die
site correspondingly cooperating with the punch pin; the machining equipment for the double-point zipper teeth further includes a material clamping
mechanism which is in transmission connection with the main driving mechanism; the material clamping mechanism includes two clamping blocks
which are disposed oppositely and are capable of moving in a left-right direction; and the two clamping blocks are respectively located on two sides
of the machining module. The present disclosure has a simple and reasonable structure and high machining efficiency, and saves materials and
production time.
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